
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hobbies and Skills 

 
Character Eggs 

Introduction  

Character eggs are great fun and not only for Easter. You can create any character you want, 

from Harry Potter, to Spiderman to the Minions. The only limitation is your imagination. The 

best bit, if done correctly, the eggs can be kept for years or until you break it.  

Activity 

In order to keep your egg for years to come it’s important to blow your egg (there are several 

how to YouTube videos available for this) . Once you have blown and cleaned your egg, it’s ready 

to decorate.  

Once you have decided on the character you are going to create, use a pencil to sketch your 

design onto the egg. You will be surprised how difficult it is to draw accurately on an egg. If you 

make a mistake, a splash of water will easily remove the pencil mark.  

When painting, push the skewer through the holes you made when you blew your egg and wrap 

the elastic band around the skewer at the base of the egg to keep it in place. This will give you 

an easy way to hold the egg without smudging the paint.  Depending on your design, you may 

need to paint several layers, allowing your egg to dry between coats. 

If creating a body use the strip of card and decorate accordingly. The front of your eggs body 

will be the middle of the piece of card. Once your design is completed wrap the card around the 

bottom of your egg to make sure it is the correct size.  

Once complete, be sure to take a picture to share on the JAC page.  

Have fun! 

 

Resources 

1 Egg 

Pin 

Egg cup 

bowl 

Pencil 

Skewer or egg cup 

Elastic band 

Paint (acrylic is best) 

Fine tip paintbrush  

Black marker 

Strip of card approximately 16cm x 

6cm 


